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WE KINDLY INVITE YOU 

 

Apache Kafka is a distributed, scalable, and fault-tolerant streaming platform, providing low-latency pub-sub 

messaging coupled with native storage and stream processing capabilities. Integrating Kafka with RDBMS, NoSQL, 

and object stores is simple with the Kafka Connect API, which is part of Apache Kafka. KSQL is the open-source 

SQL streaming engine for Apache Kafka, and makes it possible to build stream processing applications at scale, 

written using a familiar SQL interface. 

 

In this session, we will introduce Apache Kafka and discuss the concept of a Streaming Platform. From there, we will 

explore how easy it is to stream data from a database such as MySQL into Kafka using CDC and Kafka Connect. In 

addition, we will use KSQL to filter, aggregate and join it to other data, and then stream this from Kafka out into 

multiple targets such as Elasticsearch and S3. All of this can be accomplished without a single line of code! 

 

DATE AND TIME 

 

24 May 2018, 12 – 2 PM, Trivadis AG, Sägereistrasse 29, 8152 Glattbrugg 

Duration: 120 minutes (~90 minutes content + time for Q&A/discussion) 

Intended audience: Technical - architects, developers, etc. No prior experience with Apache Kafka is required. 

Language: English 

 

Speaker: Robin Moffatt 

Robin is a Partner Technology Evangelist at Confluent, the company founded by the creators of 

Apache Kafka, as well as an Oracle ACE Director and Developer Champion. His career has always 

involved data, from the old worlds of COBOL and DB2, through the worlds of Oracle and Hadoop, 

and into the current world with Kafka. His particular interests are analytics, systems architecture, 

performance testing and optimization. He blogs at https://www.confluent.io/blog/author/robin/ and 

http://rmoff.net/ and can be found tweeting as @rmoff.  

 

MORE INFORMATION, AGENDA AND REGISTRATION 

Please register here if you are interested in attending the event: https://www.confluent.io/apache-kafka-and-ksql-in-
action?preview=true&ip-geo-block-auth-nonce=2adf7a71e9 
 

We look forward to seeing you in our office. 

 

For the Trivadis team, 

 

Guido Schmutz, Technology Manager 

E-Mail: guido.schmutz@trivadis.com 

www.trivadis.com 
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